WE ARE IN THIS TOGETHER
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Going to school is best tool to raise skills, school can bring fun and can raise social skills and social awareness; it increases child’s ability. But what if certain crisis like Covid-19 interrupt this learning. Education system had beaten heavily by the Covid-19 pandemic. We often hear students and parents struggles toward blended learning. Some may have disappointed since children have not generally been sent home to play, instead they must continue their education at home. Right now, families considered as central to education and need to provide major inputs into a child’s learning since many of their parents have work to perform and prioritize. Yet, there are still issues about how and to what extent parents and income levels asked to support their children’s academic success.

Teachers also have challenges to face on. Teachers still must prepare the weekly home learning plans to conducting classes, handing out projects and assignments, making sure that the quality of learning remains even without face-to-face learning. Teachers need to collaborate with student in self-development and responsibility, teachers must provide prompt and accurate feedback to students to facilitate learning, and teachers should provide environment, materials, and guidance for collaborative learning.

In spite of the issues we have right now, everything is possible if we have Bayanihan spirit and cooperation. Parents can set routine that integrates time for studies and education, balancing social and play activities that a child also needs. Parents should keep open lines communication. Parents can help their children process of what they are learning. Basically, it is a partnership between parents and teachers, they should communicate with one another.
All issues should be carefully and properly built into the educational system for the new normal. The success of this blended learning is possible with the help of everyone including, school administrators, teachers, parents, and community.

Remembering that Education is key for generations of Filipinos to become full-fledged and productive members of society.
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